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Abstract. Functional logic programming is a multi-paradigm programming that com-
bines the best features of functional programming and logic programming. Functional
programming provides mechanisms for demand-driven evaluation, higher order functions
and polymorphic typing. Logic programming deals with non-determinism, partial informa-
tion and constraints. Both programming paradigms fall under the umbrella of declarative
programming. For the most part, the current implementations of functional logic languages
belong to one of two categories: (1) Implementations that include the logic programming
features in a functional language. (2) Implementations that extend logic languages with
functional programming features. In this paper we describe the undergoing research ef-
forts to build a parallel virtual machine that performs functional logic computations. The
virtual machine will tackle several issues that other implementations do not tackle: (1)
Sharing of sub-terms among different terms especially when such sub-terms are evaluated
to more than one value (non-determinism). (2) Exploitation of all forms of parallelism
present in computations. The evaluation strategy used to evaluate functional logic terms
is needed narrowing, which is a complete and sound strategy.
1. Introduction
Functional logic programming is a multi-paradigm programming that combines the
best features of functional programming and logic programming. Functional programming
provides mechanisms for demand-driven evaluation, higher order functions and polymor-
phic typing. Logic programming deals with non-determinism, partial information and con-
straints. Both programming paradigms fall under the umbrella of declarative programming.
For the most part, the current implementations of functional logic languages belong
to one of two categories: (1) Implementations that include the logic programming features
in a functional language. (2) Implementations that extend logic languages with functional
programming features. Interested readers are referred to [Han07] for a survey on such
languages and implementations.
In this paper we describe the undergoing research efforts to build a parallel virtual
machine that performs functional logic computations. The virtual machine will tackle sev-
eral issues that other implementations do not tackle: (1) Sharing of sub-terms among
different terms especially when such sub-terms are evaluated to more than one value (non-
-determinism). (2) Exploitation of all forms of parallelism present in computations. The
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evaluation strategy used to evaluate functional logic terms is needed narrowing [Ant00],
which is a complete and sound strategy.
2. Progress and Research Objectives
2.1. Types of Parallelism
Functional logic computations can exploit and-parallelism, or-parallelism or both. And-
parallelism arises when two or more sub-terms need computation in order to compute their
ancestor term. Computing such sub-terms simultaneously will decrease the waiting time
of their parent. And-parallelism is usually independent, but when the computation of
such sub-terms simultaneously involves a shared variable, it becomes dependent. In case
of dependencies, synchronization of terms is required. Or-parallelism arises when a choice
operator ”?” or a variable need computation. The choice operator, ”?”, and logic or extra
variables represent non-determinisim in functional logic computations. Equation (1) below
is an example of non-deterministic operation using the choice operator. In this case, ”coin”
can be replaced by either 0 or 1. The computation of a choice operator in parallel can be
done by invoking as many processes as there are arguments and locally for each process,
its argument will rewrite the choice with its selected argument. The same thing is true for
logic or extra variables.
coin = 0 ? 1 (1)
2.2. Research Objectives
The goal of my research is to implement a parallel virtual machine that will execute
functional logic programs efficiently, specifically for the functional logic language, Curry
[Han06]. Curry is a functional logic language that seamlessly integrates the logic and
functional features. The evaluation strategy used in the virtual machine will be based on
needed narrowing. Needed narrowing is based on the concept that only needed arguments
of a term must be selected and evaluated to rewrite the term. Needed arguments can be
decided by using definitional trees. For more details about needed narrowing, please refer
to [Ant00]. For more details about definitional trees, please refer to [Ant92]. Computing
normal forms of terms may involve computation of several sub-terms at the same time
(and-parallelism). This is called don’t-know non-determinism, because the strategy does
not know which sub-term to execute first. A sequential evaluation strategy will compute
the sub-terms one after the other. When choices or variables are encountered during the
computation of some term, the system can try all such alternatives that will replace the
choice or logic variable in order to compute the term in hand (or-parallelism). This is
called don’t-care non-determinism, because the system will not care which alternative of
the choice or variable was chosen to compute the term. Our virtual machine will exploit
both (and-parallelism and or-parallelism).
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2.3. Progress
The system is implemented for the time being in Ruby. The current implementation
includes basic libraries and parsing of expressions with sharing. Ruby supports the use of
threads. The evaluation strategy will select needed sub-terms after each rewriting step and
different threads will compute those needed sub-terms simultaneously. The first stage of
the implementation that is done in Ruby will be used as proof of correctness and the final
version of the virtual machine will be developed in C or Java to improve its efficiency.
3. Future Work
Computation of choice operations or logic variables as mentioned earlier leads to non-
determinism and having more than one term to rewrite the current choice or variable.
Such terms could possibly be shared between more than one parent-term. Therefore, the
information about the option that rewrites the term must be global in the whole graph.
This will ensure all solutions obtained are correct. We will present several solutions that
can ensure the correctness of the solutions obtained from terms where choices or variables
are shared within them. All the solutions are based on needed narrowing as a strategy for
instantiating variables.
double x = x + x (2)
double coin (3)
In equation (2) the operation ”double” will be rewritten as a plus operation. The
argument of ”double” must be represented as one shared argument between the first and
second arguments of plus. In (1) we defined the non-deterministic operation coin that can
be rewritten as 0 or 1. In the evaluation of (3), the correct computation must yield the
values 0 or 2. If there was no implementation of sharing, equation (3) would be rewritten
as ”coin + coin”. Such term would evaluate to any of the four values, 0, 1, 1, or 2.
3.1. Stack Copying
This evaluation strategy will perform computations of deterministic terms normally.
When a non-deterministic term is encountered (choice or variable), separate contexts of
the graph will be managed by different processes. There will be as many environments as
the number of the arguments of the choice or the variable. This solution is inspired from
strategies of implementing or-trees in logic programming [Gup01]. This approach will be
very expensive in terms of memory but optimizations can be done. The other main drawback
is the re-computation of terms. In the evaluation of (3), two separate environments will be
created to accommodate each argument of the operation ”coin”: ”double 0” and ”double 1”.
Note that in case non-deterministic terms appear on both sides of the tree, re-computations
of such non-deterministic terms may not be avoidable.
3.2. Fingerprinting
This evaluation strategy is built on replacing choices or variables with sets. These
sets will contain all the arguments of the choice or values of the variable’s domain. Each
element of the set will be tagged with a unique fingerprint that will identify the origin of
the element. The fingerprint consists of two parts, parent and position tags. Whenever a
set contributes in other computations, compatibility of fingerprints will be checked to avoid
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inconsistency. Two terms are said to be incompatible if they have the same parent tag but
different position tag. The drawback of such approach is the overhead of bookkeeping of
fingerprints and the compatibility tests performed.
In the evaluation of (3), the following set will be created to replace the non–deterministic
operation ”coin”: {0A1, 1A2}. The first element of the set, ”0”, will be tagged with the
fingerprint A1, and the second element of the set, ”1”, will be tagged with the fingerprint
A2. The ”plus” operation will perform the compatibility check between the two sets: {0A1,
1A2} and {0A1, 1A2}. The resulting set will become {0A1 + 0A1 , 0A1 + 1A2, 1A2 + 0A1,
1A2 + 1A2} ==> {0A1 + 0A1, 1A2 + 1A2} ==> {0A1, 2A2}. The two stroked options refer
to incompatibility between the elements and hence removed. Note that the compatibility
test is performed before the operation is applied to avoid any unnecessary computations.
3.3. Promotion of Choice or Variable (Bubbling)
This evaluation strategy will promote non-deterministic operations. When a choice or
a variable is encountered, the choice or variable will be promoted to take the place of its
parent(s) and make as many copies of the parent(s) as the number of the arguments of the
choice or variable. In case a choice has more than one parent, a nearest common ancestor
between such parents will be computed and the spine that connects both parents with the
common ancestor will be copied. All copies of the spine will be identical in their arguments
except for the argument that had the choice which will be replaced by one of the choice
arguments. Eventually the choice will reach the root of the graph. A rewriting of (3) in
this case will be ”double coin ==> (double 0) ? (double 1) ==> (0 + 0) ? (1 + 1) ==>
0 ? 2”. Use of Promotion is inspired from [Ant07, Jan94, Lop97].
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